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President Barack Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama welcome
President Hu Jintao of China at the North Portico of the White House
for the State Dinner, Jan. 19, 2011.
(Official White House Photo by Lawrence Jackson.)

Up-ticks in Demand for Technology Surge as
U.S.-Sino “Co-opitition” Gets Warmer
President Obama to President Hu: “We want to sell
you all kinds of stuff—cars, software...”

ITSMF and HITEC to Host IT Symposium
and IT Executive Achievement Awards
CNN’s Soledad O’Brien to Keynote Annual IT
Executive Achievement Awards Gala

▼

ITSMF/HITEC IT Executive
Achievement Awards
Friday, February 11, 2011
The Mandarin Oriental,
Washington, DC

Washington, DC—In a recent weekly address, President
Obama highlighted free trade as a way to increase U.S.
exports thus putting more Americans back to work. During
Chinese President Hu Jintao's trip to Washington last
month and President Obama’s recent visits to the Far East,
the White House is no longer casually observing the SinoIndian middle class’ explosive growth abroad and how
their insatiable appetites for technology and information
sharing are fueling demand generation.

Washington,
DC—CNN
Anchor
and
special
correspondent
Soledad
O'Brien will be your keynote
speaker during the 7th
ITSMF/HITEC
IT
Photo: © CNN Annual
Executive
Achievement
Awards on Friday, February 11, 2011 at The Mandarin
Oriental, Washington, D.C.

China and India have emerged as leading competitors in

O'Brien has reported breaking news from around the

See Tech Up-ticks on page 6

See ITSMF/HITEC on page 13
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Government 2.0

BDPA Government Relations | Industry & Regional News
Setting Standards:

We Want to Hear From You

by Aneesh Chopra, U.S. Chief Technology Officer and
Patrick Gallaher, Under Secretary of Commerce for Standards
and Technology

In January, President Obama signed the America
COMPETES Act, which supports an array of strategies
for maintaining America’s leadership in science and
technology. Among the Act’s
important provisions is one
encouraging the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) to expand
upon its work with the private
sector to develop new
standards for a range of vital
industries such as emergency
communications and tracking,
green manufacturing, high performance green
building construction, and cloud computing.
Technical standards are not the stuff of everyday
conversation, but they are crucial to smart
development and economic growth. Whether the
goal is reducing health care costs, building a clean
energy economy, or defending our Nation, standards
are essential to ensuring efficiency, economy, and
interoperability. And historically, no one has done it
better than the United States.

key role in international standardization—a role
made possible by the unique public-private sector
cooperation that has been a hallmark of the U.S.
standardization system. Through this system, the
private sector has largely led the way, with the
Federal government engaging as both producer and
consumer and with representatives from science
and technology agencies often contributing to the
standards
development
process
through
memberships on technical committees.
The fresh focus on standards in COMPETES—
highlighted in part by the creation of the new
position of Under Secretary of Commerce for
Standards and Technology—follows a series of
important steps already taken by this
Administration. Last year, for example, the National
Science and Technology Council—a Cabinet-level
interagency council—established a Subcommittee
on Standards. This Subcommittee brings together
senior government officials to raise the profile of
standards among Federal government leaders and
improve Federal agency coordination on standards
issues.
Last November we followed up by blogging about
the importance of voluntary consensus standards,
especially in key growth sectors of the economy
such as the smart grid and healthcare IT. Increasingly

Since World War II, the United States has played a

See GOV 2.0|Standards on page 6
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Tech Up-ticks from cover page

GOV 2.0|Standards from page 4

our global economy. They need more stuff—not only
from the Americas, from Europe and Africa as
well. Human rights, software piracy and intellectual
property (IP) issues notwithstanding, it was reported
at press time the United States successfully brokered
a deal with China for the U.S. to export close to $45
billion. Industry executives; however, cautioned the
White House future success and economic
development of both nations heavily rely upon how
each nation manages IP.

Federal agencies such as the Department of Energy,
NIST, and the Department of Health and Human
Services are collaborating with entrepreneurs and
others in the private sector to develop
interoperability standards that will drive economic
growth, innovation, and jobs.

For NBDPA and Member Partners
At least 70 trade agreements with exporters across
12 states were inked by Presidents Barack Obama
and Hu Jintao. President Obama stated the package,
worth $45 billion dollars to American exporters,
would support 235,000 jobs in the United States.
NBDPA’s small business partners, BDPA Chapters, and
interested BDPA members are encouraged to
research IA, IS, IT, robotics (autonomous systems,)
any associated technical requirement, and related
operational opportunities to successfully engage and
trade with cognizant U.S. firms who cut recent deals
with China. Among them are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcoa
[BDPA Pittsburgh]
The Boeing Company
[BDPA Chicago/Seattle/St. Louis]
Caterpillar
[BDPA Central-Illinois]
General Electric
[BDPA Hartford/New York]
General Motors
[BDPA Detroit]
Honeywell
[BDPA New Jersey]
Westinghouse
[BDPA Pittsburgh].

Most recently, the NSTC Subcommittee on Standards
issued a Federal Register Notice seeking input from
the public on the effectiveness of Federal agencies in
the development and implementation of standards.
The subcommittee is seeking answers to such
questions as: How is the Federal government doing
with respect to standards activities? What works
well? What can be improved? We want to hear from
you. We encourage you to look at the Notice and
send responses to SOS_RFI@nist.gov.
The challenges of the 21st century, including the
need to build a clean energy economy, reduce the
high cost of health care, and secure our information
technology systems, require that we actively
consider ways to enhance the efficiency and
responsiveness of the standards development
process. Working together with our private-sector
partners on a foundation of smart standards, we will
build the industries and jobs of the future. bt

Careers @ NIST: Select here, or visit nist.gov for the
latest information.

Internships @ NIST: Select here for deadlines.

Chinese President Hu Jintao’s final approval to a $19
billion contract to buy 200 Boeing aircraft for
delivery between 2011 and 2013 was reported as
part of the United States’ $45 billion deal.
bdpatoday
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2011 NATIONAL IT SHOWCASE
Greetings Chapter Presidents and SITES Coordinators!
We are now actively recruiting high school and college
students to participate in our upcoming 2011 National IT
Showcase this August in Chicago, IL.
This year’s goal is to recruit 20 high school students and 20
college students. We would like to encourage each chapter
to identify qualified students.
Begin registering your
students today, online at:
•

The Winter 2011 Semester enrollment
period is now open for BDPA IT Institute
Competitively priced for BDPA Members and BDPA
Corporate Sponsors, this course scheduled for the
Winter term (January 31st through May 27th) is
the PMP Exam Prep taught by Gregory Brown, PMP.
The course has been updated to align with the 4th
edition of the PMBOK Guide and awards all *35 PDUs*
required to sit for the PMP Certification Exam.
Key Benefits of PMP Certification:

http://www.bdpa.org/?IT_Showcase
•

About BDPA National IT Showcase
The Annual BDPA National Information Technology (IT)
Showcase allows student presenters from educational
institutions all over the United States to showcase their
research papers by presenting and demonstrating their
research. The presentations will represent advanced
computing topics presented by highly motivated high
school and college students to an audience of students and
IT professionals.

Student Criteria
High School

•
•
•
•

Career advancement, progression and
promotion from sponsoring
corporations/employers
Increased technology business acumen and
leadership skills
Respect and prestige of being "certified"
Publication opportunities in field
Leadership, management and project
management skill development

Gregory Brown, PMP, MCSE, MCSA, ITIL. Gregory is an
adjunct professor with Auburn University.
Contact the BDPA IT Institute Leadership by phone at
800.727-BDPA (2372).

- Must actively participate in program throughout the year
- Dedicated and committed

College
- [STEM] Major: Preferably IT, CIS/IS, or Engineering
- Must actively participate in program throughout the year
- Dedicated and committed

Student Research
The focus of this event includes, but is not limited to,
intelligent technologies (i.e., smart toys, machine learning,
and genetic algorithms, etc.), wearable computing
technologies, web technologies, parallel computing
technologies, computing curricula, computer graphics
technologies, etc.
The National IT Showcase Coordinators will work with
chapter volunteer and students to help them develop their
research project. Dr. Jesse Bemley will make the final
recommendation on the student's participation after the
research paper is completed.

Event Days
College and high school students have the opportunity to
participate in this 2 day event held in conjunction with the
Annual National BDPA Technology Conference held in
Chicago, August 3-6, 2011.

BDPA IT Institute powered by
Auburn University
www.auburn.edu/bdpa

See Showcase on page 13
bdpatoday
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Showcase from page 11

ITSMF/HITEC from Cover Page

The student's Presentations/Research Projects will be
judged in two categories, college and high school by a panel
of 3 Judges. Three awards will be made in each category for
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. The awards will be presented at the
IT Showcase Awards Presentation at the end of the IT
Showcase session. Each participant will be recognized with
a Certificate of Appreciation.

globe and has produced award-winning and recordbreaking documentaries on the most important stories
facing the world today. She also covers political news as
part of CNN's "Best Political Team on Television".

Chapter Volunteer(s) – We Need You!
Persons desiring to volunteer for this event must be highly
motivated and willing to venture into computing areas that
quite possibly are new to them. The National IT Showcase
Coordinators will provide training materials and support.
Students must be trained by April 1, 2011.

Considered one of the industry's largest gatherings of
African-American and Hispanic executives, the Executive
Achievement Awards includes the "Who's Who" in the IT
industry from both the public and private sectors.
This highly-anticipated event honors two companies and
industry leaders who have made extraordinary
contributions to the advancement of information
technology while demonstrating leadership in advancing
diversity.

Volunteers will:
Work with high school and/or college student(s) in advance
computing areas such as intelligent technologies (i.e. smart
toys, machine learning, genetic algorithms, gaming,
wearable computing, web technologies, parallel computing,
cloud computing, computing curricula, etc.)
•

Identify the student that may be assigned to volunteer
and register students at :
http://www.bdpa.org/?ITShowcaseReg

-

Closely monitor the student’s progress in preparation for
the event

-

Provide assistance in the event problems or issues arise

-

Tutor students in oral and written communication skills,
technical and graphic design skills

-

Meet with the Conference Delivery Manager of IT
Showcase on the afternoon of Wednesday, August 3rd,
to conduct a practice session on polish the event.

-

Provides onsite support of the event on Thursday and
Friday, August 4th – 5th, 2011.

The IT Executive Achievement Awards program attracts
approximately 500 corporate, government, and
association executives and guests.
The evening's program is a black-tie event and includes a
cocktail reception, dinner, keynote speaker and a postevent reception.
About the ITSMF
The Information Technology Senior Management Forum
(ITSMF) is the only national organization dedicated
exclusively to cultivating executive talent among AfricanAmerican IT professionals. As an African-American at the
C level, ITSMF offers opportunities to:
•
•
•

As an African-American striving for a C-level position,
ITSMF helps you:

Volunteer names and email address should be sent to:
Volunteers
are
itshowcasecoordinator@yahoo.com.
granted access to the National IT Showcase Project
Groupsite
for training, posting
materials
and
communication. Let’s make this another successful
National IT Showcase… Chicago style!

•

Sincerely,

•

Dr. Jesse Bemley
Founder, National IT Showcase Coordinator
itshowcasecoordinator@yahoo.com

bdpatoday

Gain access to resource networks for hiring
Participate in speaking events on IT related topics
Participate in developing white papers

•
•
•

Strengthen leadership skills
Bolster business acumen
Identify and seize opportunities in senior
management
Gain visibility and develop key contacts within the
IT profession
Leverage mentors dedicated to your career success

About HITEC
HITEC (Hispanic IT Executive Council) was founded by senior
See ITSMF/HITEC on page 14
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ITSMF/HITEC 2011 Award Recipients

Hispanic IT executives who have built outstanding careers in
information technology but realized that there were far too few
Hispanics in the IT leadership role. With a strong desire and
passion to make an impact within the Hispanic IT community by
helping others reach the highest levels, HITEC was formed in late
2006. These national leaders include executives leading Fortune
500 corporations on both U.S. and global initiatives while others
lead some of the largest Hispanic owned IT firms in the United
States.
HITEC’s vision is to be the premier professional organization for
Hispanic IT Executives and to significantly increase Hispanic
leadership in Information Technology, globally.

Beacon Award
Robert D. Blackwell, Sr.
Chairman
Blackwell Consulting Services
The Beacon Award recognizes an entrepreneur or small
business leader of an information technology firm who has
demonstrated innovation and/or significant growth in the
industry while demonstrating active personal role
modeling/mentoring and support of diversity initiatives
that opened doors for others to follow.
Diamond Leadership Award
Shelia Talton
Vice President, Office of Globalization
Cisco Systems
The Diamond Leadership Award recognizes a Senior Level
Executive (VP or above) within a Fortune 1000 company
who has contributed to the advancement of the
information technology industry through thought
leadership, active personal role-modeling/mentoring and
support of diversity initiatives that opened doors for
others to follow.
Estrella Award
Jose Jimenez
President
Enforcement, Security and Intelligence Division

Photo: © HITEC

HITEC Executive Board poses for team photographs at the
NASDAQ Podium overlooking the Trading Floor.
Sponsorship and Workforce Investment Opportunities
There are different levels of sponsorship available to
provide an opportunity to exhibit support to an audience of
upper-level IT managers and Fortune 500 company
executives.

Please

select

www.hitecglobal.org

-or-

here

or

visit

either

www.itsmfonline.org for

sponsorship opportunities and additional information.

bdpatoday

The Estrella Award recognizes a senior-level executive (VP
or above) within a Fortune 1000 company whose
leadership, integrity and dedication have contributed to
the advancement of the information technology industry.
This executive has global responsibilities and
demonstrates excellence in all aspects of their career,
while serving as a role-model for "rising stars".
Sterling Leadership Award
Jerry Williams
Chief Information Officer
HUD

The Sterling Leadership Award recognizes a Senior
Level Executive (VP or above) within the Public Sector
who has contributed to the advancement of the
information technology industry through their
thought
leadership,
active
personal
rolemodeling/mentoring and is an advocate for
increasing contracting opportunities for small,
minority, and women-owned businesses.
bt
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Celebrating Black Family Technology Awareness Week: February 13-19, 2011

BDPA congratulates Lloyd W. Howell, Jr. and Dr. Victor McCrary for their remarkable career achievements. Black Engineer of the
Year Awards (BEYA) and 25th Anniversary ceremonies for 2011 Black Engineer of the Year and 2011 Scientist of the Year will be
held in Washington, D.C. this year from February 17-19, 2011 at the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel. For details, see page 15 or
visit: http://www.beya.org. BDPA-DC and BDPA NoVA are host chapters for participating BDPA Chapters and member events.
bdpatoday
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BFTAW 2011: Exciting STEM Activities for the Family During Black History Month

Partner with a local BDPA Chapter, or supporting organizations BFTAA Kansas City, Career Communications Group, EMC2 , IBM,
Lockheed Martin, NACME, or the U.S. Navy.

National BDPA, BDPA Education and Technology Foundation (BETF), and bdpatoday encourage members, partners, and
sponsors to visit local classrooms this week to speak with young men and women about America’s great inventions,
contributions of Black Inventors, and present to them today’s exciting new technologies and careers. To get started, visit:
www.blackfamilynet.net, www.bdpa.org, www.betf.org, or www.bdpatoday.org or call 1.800.727.BDPA (2372).
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IT Showcase
Robotics Showcase
(Autonomous Systems)
High School Computer
Competition (HSCC)

Launching our next
decade with your
next-generation
edition of bdpatoday!
Next issue: NAVY I.T.
Information Dominance | Careers @ Cyber Command

NBDPA’s SITES (Student Information Technology Education and
Scholarship) initiatives are designed to introduce students grades
K-12 in underserved communities to the field of Information
Technology (IT) and CS-STEM (Computer Science | Science.
Technology. Engineering. Mathematics) disciplines through
computer training by encouraging them to seek higher levels of
education and grooming many of them to become our next
generation of Cyber and IT Professionals. NBDPA’s programs and
BETF Grants are offered to students across the country at no cost
to interested or academically qualified students.
Contact NBDPA at 1.800.727.BDPA (2372) for participating BDPA
Chapters near you or visit our national Web Sites at
www.bdpa.org and www.betf.org.
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